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Abstract: In this article the coupled convection diffusion equations of Magnetohydrodynamic flow problem have been solved. The solution of the problem is presented for various cross sections like square, rectangle, triangle, circle, ellipse, sector and annulus under steady state conditions. Ducts which are electrically insulated walls have been considered in this study. Some contours are presented to show the behaviors of the magnetic field and velocity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The investigation of magnetic properties of the electrically conducting fluid (for example, metal solution, salt water, electrolytes, plasma) is Magnetohydrodynamics(MHD). MHD pipe flow through duct often occur in Nuclear reactors, measurements of blood flow MHD pumps and generators. Researchers have made lot of contributions in applications of MHD flow through ducts. Initially, Hartmann.J and Lazarus.F [13] studied MHD flow between two plates that are parallel with electrically conducting fluid. Then J.A. Shercliff, R.R.Gold, C.Chang et.al [8, 12, 14] and many authors discussed about MHD flow problems with conducting and nonconducting walls. Only for certain regular geometric regions analytical solutions exist. Analytical solution of rectangular pipe with insulated walls have been presented by J.A. Shercliff [20]. Numerical solution of the MHD problem have been obtained using Chebychev method [Ibrahim] [9], Differential Quadrature method (M.Tezer-Sezgin) [22], Finite difference method (Muchim Chutia) [10], Finite element method(A.I.Nesliturk et. al and Hunt) [1, 18], Boundary Element method(M.Tezer-Sezgin et.al), [19, 21] and Radial basis function generated finite difference method (M.Prasanna Jeyanthi) [17]. Hunt [16] and C.C.Chang et.al presented the solution for rectangular duct with the effect of conducting walls. C.Bozkaya et.al [7] used Boundary element method to solve the MHD flow problem with partially conducting walls and rectangular duct with non conducting walls under the given magnetic field through an angle. MHD pipe flow with triangular cross section have been solved numerically in [2], [4], [5], [6]. Shercliff [15] derived the solution of MHD flow problem with arbitrary cross section in presence of uniform magnetic field. Shercliff compared his solution [15] with his experimental results in [14]. R.R.Gold [12] presented the analytical solution of MHD pipe flow with circular cross section and compared the results with the experimental data given by Shercliff [14]. S.Han Aydin presented the solution of MHD channel flow with circle as cross section by using BEM and FEM-BEM. M.Tezer Sezgin and S.Han Aydin analyzed the solution of MHD pipe flow for electrically conducting, incompressible and viscous fluid through z-direction which has rectangular, circular and elliptical cross section in the xy-plane. The analytical solution of the electrically conducting fluid through the duct with circular sector as cross section under uniform magnetic field have been derived using Green function method [23].

In most of the papers, the discussions are made for rectangular, triangular and circular ducts. All the well known geometric shapes (Square, rectangle, triangle, pentagon, hexagon, circle, ellipse, circular annulus, circular sector) of channels have been included in this paper for discussion with the fixed Hartmann number M=10. In most of the papers, the discussions are made for rectangle triangle and circle. The characteristics of MHD flow through ducts with cross sections of different shapes have been studied this paper.

II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

The fluid considered in this problem is electrically conducting which flows through the pipe with uniform cross section. The applied magnetic field makes an angle with y-axis. The assumption made in the problem are

1. The walls of the ducts being electrically insulated.
2. The conductivity of the fluid is being finite.
3. All the properties of the fluid are constant except pressure gradient
4. There is no variation in duct with uniform the cross section and no secondary flow.

It is assumed that the fluid moves through z-axis where as xy-axis is the axis of cross section. The flow and the direction of the fluid is bolstered by constant pressure gradient \( \frac{\partial \Phi}{\partial x} \).

Let \( \theta \) be the angle made by the applied uniform magnetic field with the y-axis. In steady state the MHD flow through ducts are governed by the equations,
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\[ \nabla \cdot \vec{V} = 0 \quad \text{(1)} \]

\[ \nabla \cdot \vec{B} = 0 \quad \text{(2)} \]

\[ \text{Curl} H = 4\pi \vec{j} \quad \text{(3)} \]

\[ j = \sigma (\vec{E} + \mu \vec{V} \times \vec{B}) \quad \text{(4)} \]

\[ \nabla \times \vec{j} = \sigma (\nabla \times \vec{E} + \nabla \times (\mu \vec{V} \times \vec{B})) \quad \text{(5)} \]

\[ \nabla \times \vec{B} = 4\pi \vec{j} \quad \text{(6)} \]

where \( \vec{j} \) is the electric current density, \( \rho \) is fluid density, \( \vec{E} \) is electric field, \( \mu \) is the permeability, \( \vec{B} \) is magnetic field, and \( \vec{V} \) is fluid velocity. Equations (1) to (6) can be written in the non-dimensional form of coupled system of equations in magnetic field and velocity [11].

\[ \nabla^2 V + M_x \frac{\partial B}{\partial x} + M_y \frac{\partial B}{\partial y} = -1 \quad \text{in } \Omega \quad \text{(7)} \]

\[ \nabla^2 B + M_x \frac{\partial V}{\partial x} + M_y \frac{\partial V}{\partial y} = 0 \quad \text{in } \Omega \quad \text{(8)} \]

where \( \Omega \) is the region of the duct, \( \partial \Omega \) is the boundary of \( \Omega \), \( M_x = M \sin \theta \), \( M_y = M \cos \theta \), Hartmann number \( M \) is the norm of \((M_x, M_y)\). The boundary conditions are \( B = 0 \) and \( V = 0 \).

When \( \theta = \pi/2 \) equations (7), (8) takes the form

\[ \nabla^2 V + M \frac{\partial B}{\partial x} = -1 \quad \text{in } \Omega \quad \text{(9)} \]

\[ \nabla^2 B + M \frac{\partial V}{\partial x} = 0 \quad \text{in } \Omega \quad \text{(10)} \]

### III. FINITE DIFFERENCE METHOD

To solve the non-dimensional coupled partial differential equations, Finite Difference method is used. Equations (7), (8) are decoupled using the substitution

\[ X = V + B, \quad Y = V - B \quad \text{(11)} \]

Then equation (7), (8) are of the form

\[ \nabla^2 X + M_x \frac{\partial X}{\partial x} + M_y \frac{\partial X}{\partial y} = -1 \quad \text{in } \Omega \quad \text{(12)} \]

\[ \nabla^2 Y + M_x \frac{\partial Y}{\partial x} + M_y \frac{\partial Y}{\partial y} = 0 \quad \text{in } \Omega \quad \text{(13)} \]

with the boundary conditions

\[ X = Y = 0 \quad \text{on } \partial \Omega \quad \text{(14)} \]

The domain of the problem is partitioned into uniform grids. Equation (7), (8) can be written using finite difference method as follows.

\[ c_1 X(j+1, k) + c_2 X(j, k+1) + c_3 X(j-1, k) + \]

### IV. POLYGONAL DUCT

#### A. SQUARE DUCT

The centre of the square duct is positioned at the origin. The walls of the ducts are defined by \( x = \pm 1 \), \( y = \pm 1 \). The solutions of the equations (7), (8) are presented in contours for \( \theta = \frac{\pi}{2} \) for the fixed Hartmann number \( M=10 \), with Dirichlet boundary condition.

\[ V = 0, B = 0 \quad \text{for } x = -1, \text{ and } -1 \leq y \leq 1 \]

\[ V = 0, B = 0 \quad \text{for } x = 1, \text{ and } -1 \leq y \leq 1 \]

\[ V = 0, B = 0 \quad \text{for } y = -1, \text{ and } -1 \leq x \leq 1 \]

\[ V = 0, B = 0 \quad \text{for } y = 1, \text{ and } -1 \leq x \leq 1 \]

The induced magnetic field and velocity contours for different angles \( \theta = \frac{\pi}{2}, \frac{\pi}{3}, \frac{\pi}{4} \) are presented in Figure(1,2,3).
B. Rectangular Duct

The insulated boundary of the rectangular duct are 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 and -1 ≤ y ≤ 1. The induced magnetic field is applied in the direction of y axis through an angle θ = π/2. Then the equations (7) and (8) takes the form

\[ \nabla^2 V + M \frac{\partial B}{\partial x} = -1 \quad \text{in} \quad \Omega \]

\[ \nabla^2 B + M \frac{\partial V}{\partial x} = 0 \quad \text{in} \quad \Omega \]

Then the contours of induced magnetic field and velocity have been presented in Figure(4).

Fig.1. Square duct with θ=π/3 (a) Velocity (b) Magnetic Field

Fig.2. Square duct with θ=π/4 (a) Velocity (b) Magnetic Field

Fig.3. Square duct with θ=π/2 (a) Velocity (b) Magnetic Field
C. Triangular, Pentagon and Hexagonal Duct

The polygon cross sections of the duct considered in this problem are triangle, pentagon and hexagon with insulated boundaries. The sides of the right angled triangle are $x = 0$, $y = 0$ and $x = y$. The induced magnetic field is applied in the direction of $y$ axis through an angle $\theta = \pi/2$. On the boundary of unit circle plotting five points and six points at equal distance, pentagon and hexagon are obtained. The numerical solution of the MHD flow for the cross section of triangle, pentagon and hexagon are presented in terms of induced magnetic field and velocity contours in Figure (5 to 8).

![Figure 4: Rectangular duct with $\theta=\pi/2$ (a) Velocity (b) Magnetic Field](image)

![Figure 6: Equilateral Triangle $\theta=\pi/2$ (a) Velocity (b) Magnetic Field](image)

![Figure 7: Pentagonal duct with $\theta=\pi/2$ (a) Velocity (b) Magnetic Field](image)
V. CIRCULAR DUCT

The walls of the circular duct \( x^2 + y^2 = 1 \) and elliptical duct \( 4x^2 + y^2 = 4 \) are electrically insulated. The incompressible electrically conducting fluid is driven in the direction of \( z \)-axis. The magnetic field \( B_0 \) is applied in \( x \) direction with \( \theta = \pi/2 \). The velocity and induced magnetic field contours for circular and elliptical duct are presented in Fig. (9,10,11). It is observed that the velocity profile is flat in the core of duct which match with the results presented in [3].

A. ANNULUS

The MHD flow through the cross section of circular annulus and circular sector are considered in this problem. The boundaries of the circular annulus are defined by the region between the two circles \( x^2 + y^2 = 1 \) and \( x^2 + y^2 = 1/4 \) (i.e.) \( 0 \leq \theta \leq 2\pi \) and \( 0.5 \leq r \leq 1 \) are insulated.
The boundaries of duct with cross section as circular sector \((-\pi/4 \leq \theta \leq \pi/4\) and \(0 \leq r \leq 1\)) are considered to study the behaviors of magnetic field and velocity.

**Fig. 11:** Annulus duct with \(\theta=\pi/2\)
(a) Velocity (b) Magnetic Field

**Fig. 12.** Duct with sector cross section and \(\theta=\pi/2\)
(a) Velocity (b) Magnetic Field

**Fig. 13.** Duct with sector cross section and \(\theta=\pi/6\)
(a) Velocity (b) Magnetic Field

**VI. CONCLUSION**

In this study, to find the solutions of MHD flow problem for different cross sections with Dirichlet boundary conditions Finite difference method have been used. The characteristics of MHD flow through channels with different cross sections are presented. To make the comparison with the shapes of the duct, Hartmann number being fixed. It is observed from the contours of MHD flow of all shapes considered that the behaviors of induced magnetic field and velocity are similar. In all the cases discussed above, velocity profile is flat in the core region which matches with behavior of velocity in the literature survey. In the future, the same problem can be solved for higher Hartmann numbers. Also, this work can be extended to Neumann and mixed boundary conditions.
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